
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 18,1996  12:51:47 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: STEVE GOLDING (NSVD53A) 
 
I would think that they should do an opening shot of Dole    
at the breakfast table with 'Liz serving him waffles from    
the waffle iron I sent him for Christmas, being that he      

�allowed a bill that he intr vuced to be stifled in Congress  
only to be passed a year later and now being attacked by     
the man who is on his short list to be his Vice              
Presidential candidate.                                      
                                                             
The caption could read:  DOLE LOVES WAFFLES.....             
                                                             
Steve; Visit http://pages.prodigy.com/powforum/waffle.htm;   
Still waiting for fullest accounting from the SRV & USG      
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960518125147NSVD53ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 03,1996  23:51:26 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 Maybe- but what have they got to offer??? They're not       
getting rid of Slick and therefore the choice is still       
simple. We associate the ad's with the "man" and it becomes  
no contest because we know he and they are a lie.            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960503235126VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 03,1996  21:59:47 
To: THOMAS LEWIS (TTTT25A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Good thing the cold war is over else all these things,       
especially the Colby affair, would be interpreted in a       
reddish light.                                               
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960503215947CHHL71ATTTT25A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 



 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 03,1996  21:48:21 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The Clinton camp may well use a tearful clip themselves      
come October.  Picture this:                                 
                                                             
"Dole didn't cry for the victims of Agent Orange, but he     
cried for Nixon."                                            
                                                             
"Dole doesn't cry for the victims of corporate downsizing,   
but he cried for Nixon."                                     
                                                             
"Dole won't cry for the 6,000,000 citizens of Hong Kong      
about to lose their freedom to the communists, but he cried  
for Nixon."                                                  
Said against a backdrop of Dole bawling at Nixon's funeral.  
                                                             
Then the kicker:  The unveiling of Mr. Senate, Bob Dole, as  
the "New Nixon."  Then a shot of some vultures with a        
voiceover: "Don't let these fine feathered friends           
            flock our Country once again."                   
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960503214821CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 01,1996  22:56:52 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 He didn't miss the opportunity to make a big deal out of    
it. The first few showings were like main events- complete   
with slow mo's and commentary. But as far as he's concerned  
now, it's "old news" and the only reason he still airs it is 
the promise he made saying he would "until every American    
has seen it." I don't know how he will determine when that   
has been accomplished, but I'm sure we can pretty much       
count on it being there for a while.                         
 What I would like to see is that clip utilized in the       
campaign, say around Oct. and on through to the elections.   
I think it speaks volumes of who is occupying our WH.        
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960501225652VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: May 01,1996  20:56:27 



To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Saw the clip and will take Rush's word it was at the Brown   
funeral.  Too bad Rush is such a knee-jerk supporter of      
Wall Street that he missed a great opportunity for polemic.  
                                                             
Rush is a very narrow person;  He's always pleased as punch  
to preach to the already converted.  He could have used the  
situation to chip away at Clinton's core voter, the working  
person, who responded to his '92 appeal against greed. (It   
was Wall Street that Clinton saw in the throes of greed.)    
                                                             
It was Wall Street that Brown served and died for.  He was   
in the process of searching for yet more places to direct    
America's dwindling financial assets, to send America's      
wealth out of the country in order to aid foreign ruling     
classes  and the Wall Street corporations in on the deal,    
draining this money away from America's working People.      
                                                             
Brown would be alive today had he brought those monied       
executives instead to his hometown, Harlem N.Y.C., and told  
them "This is where we need the investment, this is where we 
need the jobs, this is where we need the HOPE!"  Brown       
wasn't representing poor Black Americans; he was aiding and  
abetting rich white Americans and foreigners.  This is not   
the proper role of government.  If we don't get the services 
we pay taxes for, the government has broken its promise to   
"provide for the general welfare."                           
                                                             
The Black community has been long victimized.  Their enemy   
is the white power structure, Black criminals and now        
turncoat Blacks who will sell-out the community for three    
piece suits and the chance to hob-nob with Wall Streeters.   
                                                             
Some folks will do anything for money and power and they     
make alliances of convenience with ambitious and             
unscrupulous professional politicians to achieve same, but   
this is typical behavior of BOTH Republicans and Democrats,  
so Rush won't make an issue of it.  If Clinton slips up Rush 
will pounce, but only on the safe, easy target.  When        
Wall Street is in the background Rush won't venture a shot   
fearful of hitting one of his own.                           
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960501205627CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 28,1996  11:30:21 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 Yeah, It's a clip that Rush is showing daily. Find him in   
the listing and set your VCR. It's usually at the closing    



of the show. When he first introduced it he ran it several   
times at normal speed AND slow speed to emphasize the        
phoniness of this guy. Rush said he'd show it  " 'til all    
America has seen it" so I 'spect it's still being aired.     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960428113021VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 26,1996  23:01:12 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
I haven't seen it.  Was it on a network?                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960426230112CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 26,1996  19:14:55 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
Yeah... Hoover would have loved THIS guy.                    
Have you seen the video yet of him leaving Ron Browns        
funeral? He and a companion are walking along, whooping it   
up when Slick spots a cameraman outta the corner of his      
eye. Without changing gears goes into a sobbing routine-     
keeping a "sly eye" on the camera! Oh- and his companion     
never caught a clue, kept righ on laughing it up. It's a     
hoot.                                                        
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960426191455VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 25,1996  22:40:41 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The current crop of liberals has a Rockefeller pedigree.     
Y'know, Eastern Establishment, Wall Street connected "soft"  
lefties, like Clinton.  (Didn't he get his "start" when      
David's little bro Winthrooop was AK Gov?)                   
                                                             
Anyhow, Wall Street gets to play both sides of the street    
now owning both Republicans and Clinton Democrats.           
                                                             



But the only blind fools among liberals in general are those 
that can't see Clinton has sold out the working People and   
is endeavoring to bury the Spirit of William Jennings Bryan. 
He's already done his best to resurrect J Edgar Hooover.     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960425224041CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 25,1996  19:37:25 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 I remember hearing that related before in much the same     
fashion.                                                     
 No wonder Slick was pist because he didn't get the extra    
wiretapping capabilities in his "anti-terrorism" package.    
He could really get some favors then. Anytime a gov't has a  
federal police force it is destined to become a tool         
against the citizen. Always has and always will. Federal     
Police have no business messing in civilian affairs- thats   
when we become a police state. Yet the liberals cry for      
even more police powers. What blind fools they are.          
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960425193725VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: OKC/WACO                  
Posted: April 24,1996  22:51:34 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Hi George,                                                   
                                                             
I know I've mentioned this before, elsewhere, but re TOWERS: 
                                                             
The most NON-reported aspect of that event was the criminal  
action of the FBI Director at the time, the wacko from Waco, 
William Sessions.  About four months prior to the explosion  
William Sessions pulled DOZENS of agents off the cases they  
were working on in order to come to the aid of Sessions'     
personal friend, a rich society lady from Manhattan, who was 
being stalked by a maniac who kept calling her and once sent 
a condom to her daughter.  These dozens of agents finally    
caught the maniac but we have to ask why were these dozens   
of agents pulled off their cases and directed to helping out 
this personal friend of the Director?  Wasn't the NYPD good  
enough for this task?                                        
                                                             
We can only speculate what these dozens of agents would have 
uncovered had they not been removed from their regular cases 



to help Sessions' friend.  Maybe one of them would have      
uncovered evidence or developed some information that could  
have prevented the WTC bombing, five deaths, hundreds of     
injuries and a billion dollars of damage.  But the Director  
claimed special preference for his friend and not a single   
FBI agent protested, not a single Congress-person invest-    
igated, and the Manhattan DA did not prosecute this obvious  
influence peddling.                                          
                                                             
This is the kind of "justice" we get in America today.  The  
wealthy and connected can phone up high ranking officials    
and get special treatment and a few months later lower       
Manhattan gets rocked and nobody seems to care.              
                                                             
Sessions was finally dumped six months later, in the midst   
of a paranoid breakdown, AFTER the deaths at Waco.  He even  
had to be restrained from personally going to Waco to super- 
vise the operation, and there are probably still fingernail  
scratches in the Hoover hallways from when he had to be      
dragged kicking and screaming from his office.               
                                                             
These are not the actions of a sane individual.  But they    
ARE the actions of a criminal, corrupt and crazy             
professional government stooge who happens to be very well   
connected politically and VERY well protected by his friends 
(and unindicted co-conspitators?) in the "justice" system.   
                                                             
As a former Federal Judge from Waco, and the person with     
access to ALL the FBI files, we can guess how he got off the 
hook.  Even the media wouldn't touch him.                    
                                                             
How can anyone trust the FBI when the FBI lacks the couragag 
and integrity to go after ALL wrong-doers?  The FBI is       
highly proficient at reaping publicity from their successes, 
and they are equally adept at executing a coverup to         
help their own.  Professional courtesy, its called.          
Business as usual in America c1996.  Time for Revolution,    
'cause it ain't gonna get better.                            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960424225134CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
 


